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I.  Abstract 
Henry James's "The Lesson of the Master" has come under 
increasing critical scrutiny in recent years as critics be- 
come aware that even in so relatively a short and simple tale 
the artistry of the author has created a rich and complex 
portrayal of human consciousness. The story examines several 
themes, many of which are treated frequently by James, such 
as the conflict between the demands of art and the demands of 
life, the development of a young artist, Bnd the relationship 
between an older "Master" and young disciple; the larger 
theme, which encompasses the others, ia a study of the devel- 
opment and operation of human consciousness and its relation- 
ship to external reality. 
The obvious field for the study of this theme is the 
character of Paul Overt, tha young artist through whose mind 
the events are viewed and whose ambiguous position as either 
victimized or saved by St. George's manipulations creates the 
tension in the plot.  Paul's difficulty is the inability of 
his consciousness to know with certainty the contents of 
another's consciousness, be it Marian Fancourt's, Mrs. St. GeorgB's 
or her husband's. 
Behind Paul's consciousness, however, lies the conscious- 
ness of the narrator, whose presence provides an additional 
level of ambiguity to the story and completes JameB's depiction 
of the fluid and mutable nature of awareness as it attempts to 
- 1 - 
make order and sense of the chaotic, ambiguous impressions 
received from external reality. Aa thB narrator's function 
demonstrates, that which ue confidently call "reality" BB if 
it uiere easy to define is actually a reflection of the least 
tangibly real part of the human organism, its consciousness. 
Examination of James's Critical Prefaces reveals his aware- 
ness that consciousness is ultimately undefinabla and may 
only be dramatized, as he does so eloquently throughout his 
worka.  Though any attempt to define the undefinabla is 
foredoomed, the attempt itself provides insights both into 
the nature of consciousness and into the skill of the author 
who most consistently dedicated himself to understanding and 
representing the ambiguity of the human mind. 
- 2 - 
II. Critical Overview 
"The Leseon of the Master," firat printed in the 
Univeraity Review in July and August, 1888, became the title 
story in an 1892 collection of short stories, and was than 
raviaBd for inclusion in the New York edition of 1909. Amid 
the vast quantity of Henry James's works, this intriguing 
tale attracted little critical attention until the 1940*s, 
when it uaa analyzed primarily aa an autobiographic justifica- 
tion for Henry James's celibacy and his decision to write for 
an elite audience rather than the masses. R. P. Blockmur, in 
1943, though he mentions that both the artist and society are 
"flayed" by the author, basically accepta St. George and there- 
fore the story at face value, believing that St. George marries 
Marian "partly to save Overt from succumbing to false gods, to 
2 
SBve him from having everything but the great thing," which 
presumably will compensate for the loss of everything else. 
According to Blackmur, Jamas'a lesson in the story is that 
"the man fully an artiat is the man, short of the Saint, most 
wholly deprived."  Q. D. Leavla, in the same vein, views the 
1 
R. P. Blackmur, "In the Country of the Blue," Kenyon 
Review (Autumn 1943); rpt. in The Question of Henry Jamea: 
A Collection of Critical Essays, ad. F. hi. Dupee (New York: 
Henry Holt and Co., 1945), p. 210. 
2 
Blackmur, p. 209. 
Blackmur, p. 210. 
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story as an attempt by James "to justify to himself the line 
he took."  The Master and Overt are "Henry James potentials, 
5 
played off against each other," each representing one ex- 
treme of the conflict between thB demands of art and the 
demands of society, a viewpoint more plausible than the usual 
biographic reading of the story In which critics, such as 
6 7 Herbert Croly and Ora Segal, put St. George's works in 
Henry James's mouth. Since both Paul and St. George are 
hyperbolic, absurd characters, reading either as an exact 
replica of JBIIIBB is unjustifiable. Yet it is quite possible 
that James'a exaggerations in drawing both characters repre- 
sent extreme forms of the choices he and every artist must in 
some way make. 
Osborn Andreas, in Henry JamBS and the Expanding Horizon 
(19<t8), competently explores some basic components of James's 
works, such as his meddlers who assume "that they know better 
n 
than their victims what kind of life the latter should lead," 
Q. D. Leavis, "Henry James: The Stories,n Scrutiny, 
U:3 (Spring 19*.7), p. 225. 
5 
Leavis, p. 225. 
Herbert Croly, "Henry James and His Countrymen," Lamp, 
28 (Feb. 190*0, pp. **7-53; rpt. in The Question of Henry James; 
A Collection of Critical Essays, ed. F. bl. Dupee (New York: 
Henry Holt and Co., 19<»5), p. 33. 
7 
Ora Segal, The Lucid Reflector: The Observer in Henry 
James's Fiction (New HavBn: Yale Univ. Press, 1969) p. 125. 
a 
Osborn Andreas, Henry James and the Expanding Horizon 
(Seattle: Univ. of Washington Press, 19**8) p. 5. 
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and James's dissection of human consciousness.  Andreas 
states that James "resolutely combatted ... the notion that 
there is something harmful in experience, that too much exper- 
ience coarsens the sensibilities or tarnishes the mind .... 
Every possible variety of experience is, in James's view, 
g 
grist for the mill of the most conscious mind,"  a claim 
that could apply to the battered but growing consciousness 
of Paul Dvert or to the witty, ironic consciousness of the 
narrBtor.  Unfortunately, Andreas then excludes the stories 
of creative artists from the group dealing with thesB ideas 
because artists "are the people who have solved the problem 
of consciausnesB"; there is no need to teach them that con- 
ID Bciouaneaa nia the aim of existence."   His exclusion of the 
stories of artists and writers is contradicted by the central 
difficulty of "The Lesson of the Master," which involves the 
observation and evaluation of the consciousnesses involved, 
particularly those of Paul Overt and the narrator.  Just the 
amount, if not the vehemence, of contradictory criticism of 
thiB story indicates that, far from being excluded, the stories * 
of creative artists are the most subtle and complex examina- 
tions of the definitions and mBtamorphoses of consciousness, 
for exactly the reason for which Andreas wishes to exclude them. 
Being concerned with the nature and perception of reality, the 
g 
Andreas, p. 1**. 
10 Andreas, p. 19. 
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artist's mind is particularly fertile territory for an analy- 
sis or consciousness. As is evident from all his works, 
particularly if us view the increase in subtle complexity 
from ThB American (1877) to The Ambassadors (1903), Henry 
Jamas uas pre-eminently attracted by the most difficult, an- 
biguous subjects, for which artists both real and literary 
certainly qualify. Though artists are perhaps more than 
other people auBre of consciousness, awareness does not guar- 
antee correct understanding or control of itself. Conscious- 
ness, being a process, is never fixed or absolute but a fluid 
and growing state which may be particularly well examined by 
the uBe of artists, whosB domain is consciousness. 
The other fallacy in Andreas' work, which he shares with 
later critics like Lee and Geismar, is classifying Jamas as 
11 
anti-love because lave "dulled the Bense of truth."   Maxwell 
GBismBr in 1963 still seas tha story as displaying James's 
12 
"underlying fear of IOVB and of women,"  a view shared by 
Dorothea Krook, though she believes James "came in time to 
change his view" on IOVB and sexuality, B bBllef that she sub- 
stantiates by reference to "The Beast in the Jungle," James's 
13 
"most poignant testimony to tha validity of passion." 
11 
Andrsas, p. 10. 
12 Maxwell Geiamar, Henry Jamas and the Jacobites (Boston: 
Houghton-Hiflin Co., 1963), p. 112. 
13 Dorothea Krook, Tha Ordeal of ConaciouBnBBS in Henry 
James (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 195Z}, p. 369. 
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As recently as 1978, Brian Lee still perpetuates the 
"strong biographic element"  of the story and reads James 
not as simply anti-love but as anti-life:  "No matter what 
the quality of life described ... it is always opposed to 
15 
art"  ; James "cBnnot bring himself to talk of life without 
16 prefixing the adjectives 'clumsy,' 'brutal,1 or 'vulgar.'" 
Not only is the previous statement obviously inaccurate, as 
one can see by examining the descriptions of Marian as em- 
17 bodying "the purity and richness"  of life, but ia also 
unjustifiable; the adjectives Lee lists are not even spoken 
1*» Brian LBS, The Novels of Henry James: A Study of 
Culture and Consciousness (New York: St. Martin's Press, 
1978), p. 53. 
15
 Lee, p. 52. 
16
 Lee, p. 52. 
17 HBnry James, "The Lesson of the Master," Stories of 
Artists and Writers, ed. F. D. Matthiessen (New York: Jamas 
Laughlin, n.d.), p. 10A, Subsequent references ars to this 
edition and will appear in the text. 
For the purposes of this thesis, I have elected to use 
the Nsw York edition of the story, published in 1909 rather 
than the original editions of 1888 and 1892, because of its 
greater complexity of narration. The character of the narra- 
tor and his relation to the people in the atory do not change 
from earlier editions, but thBy are more pronounced, more 
carefully delineated, more clearly an integral part of the 
whole, and therefore more interesting and fruitful for study. 
In many cases, an author's revision of his work years after 
ltB initial completion damages the cohssion and impact of 
the original, as in some later revisions by Walt Whitman in 
Leaves of Grass; but with as careful and conscious a writer 
as James, the revisions result in greater clarity and pre- 
cision. James's Critical Prefaces demonstrate his commit- 
ment to perfection, a goal never to be reached in reality 
but one worthy of pursuit, for as Blackmur notes in his 
- 7 - 
by the narrator, much less Henry James, but by the dubiously 
honest and accurate St. GeorgB, who also thoroughly enjoys 
his place in the clumsy, brutal, vulgar London social world 
he denigrates to Paul Overt. Lee continues to say that in 
James's work "... feeling, uarm heartfelt feeling, is 
18 
always banal and futile . . . , "  another questionable 
statement based as it is upon Paul Overt's sour-grapes ex- 
pressions when he finds that a lady whom he deserted almost 
without word for two years has decided to marry an extremely 
handsome, attractive, witty, and popular man. If anything 
is banal, it is Paul's tortuous questioning of St. George's 
motives, which is treated with ironic levity by the narrator, 
as ue shall see.  If Lee's statement ware true, neither 
St. George nor Marian should be attractive to us in compari- 
son to the "artist" Paul Overt, who, according to Lee, "must 
be unhuman, extra human; he must stand in a queer aloof 
Introduction to The Art of the Novel (193*0, "James found 
again and again, that the things most difficult to master will 
bs the best" ("Introduction." The Art of the Novel; The Criti- 
cal Prefaces, by Henry James [New York: Charles ScribnBr'a Sons, 
1962J, ix). Blacktnur also asserts that James's "intention and 
all his labor WHB to represent dramatically intelligence at its 
most difficult, its most lucid, its most beautiful point" ("In- 
troduction," xiii).   Ids can be sure, therefore, that thB am- 
biguity of the latter edition was fully intended by the author, 
who, unlike many writers, never lost or deviated from his artis- 
tic commitment but only refined and mastered it. 
18
 Lee, p. 52. 
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19 
relationship to our humanity"  ; yet both Marian and St. George 
are attractive people.  Surely it is unouestionable that, 
whatever the amount of objectivity necessary for an artist, 
he must also possess sympathy for and understanding of our 
humanity, qualities certainly possessed by Henry James, as 
evidenced by both the warmth and volume Df his personal cor- 
respondence and by the delicate rendering of his observations 
of people in his work.  Especially in his handling of women, 
from Isabel Archer in A Portrait of a Lady (written in 1881, 
before "The Lesson") to Mme. de Vionnet of The Ambassadors 
(1903), Henry James displays an understanding of and sensibil- 
ity to the foibles of human emotion remarkable for a writer 
living in V/ictoria's England. 
James Kraft (1969) expresses the more moderate view that 
James is delineating "the necessity of keeping a balance as a 
writer between the demands of art—its duties and disciplines— 
20 
and the experiences of life."   This view of the issue is 
shared by Granville Jones in Henry James's Psychology of Exper- 
ience (1975), an excellent study of innocence in Henry JameB.  ^^ 
• He does not believe that James ia anti-life but that James be- 
lieved that, in the case of the artist, "if there is too much 
of it—too many impressions, too close an involvement—the 
imagination will be swamped or smothered and the artist will 
19 Lee, p. 52. 
20 James Kraft, The Early Tales of Henry James (Carbon- 
dale: Southern Illinois Univ. Press, 1969), p. 70. 
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21 be destroyed."   Jones's Justification for this view is 
"Paul's SUCCQSB in isolation," which "proves the efficacy of 
22 
St. George's doctrine." 
The humorous elements of the story usually have been 
23 
missed by critics for reasons detailed by Poirier,  though 
we rejBct J. I. M. Stewart's view that James was trying to 
write a serious story, wasn't good enough to do so, and there- 
fore ended by creating sentimental farce. According to Stewart, 
St. George's complaints amidst the luxury of his environment 
2U 
were intended by James to be "sanctified confidences"  which 
the reader was to take as seriously as Paul Overt; the humor- 
ous hyperbole was unintentional. 
By implication, Charles R. Smith notes the potential humor 
of the Btory, but be believes "The historical context [supports] 
internal evidence that 'The Lesson' employs neither humor nor 
25 irony to question the Master's lesson"  ; the ambiguous ending 
21 GrBnville H. Jones, Henry James's Psychology of Experi- 
ence (The Hague: Mouton and Co., 1975), p. 1*»6. 
22 Jones, p. 1*»5. 
23 Richard Poirisr, The Comic Sense of Henry James: A 
Study of the Early Novels (London: Chatto and Winders. 1960). 
pp. 9-10. 
2U 
J. I. M. StBwart, Eloht Modern writers (Oxford: Clar- 
endon Press, 19S3), p. 99. 
25 
Charles R. Smith, "'The Lesson of ths Master': An In- 
tarprBtivB Note," Studies in Short Fiction. 6 (Fall 1969), 
p. 655. 
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llluminatBB "the weakness of both" St. George and Paul, 
26 but does not "call the lesson Itself into question." 
Smith does not explain why, if the message is to be token 
so seriously, the sxamples used to illustrate the message 
are so absurd. 
Georges Markow-Totevy in 1969 is the first critic to 
state definitely thBt "the prevalent tone is humorous, the 
27 
situations ludicrous, the ideas often eccentric."   He 
goes so far as to state that "James is writing allegories, 
experimenting with deliberately exaggerated approaches and 
illustrations, but without claiming them as objective and 
conclusive, and hmrdly sharing the far-fetched, anomalous 
28 
opinions he explores."   Markow-Totevy'a reading is some- 
what sloppy in detail; for example, he states that Mrs. St. 
George "is careful to destroy those [works} of better liter- 
29 
ary merit, because they would sell poorly,"  though she 
in fact destroys only one, and her motive is more ambigu- 
ous than Markow-Totevy recognizes; but description of the 
tone as humorous is valid, as shall be seen. 
°  Smith, p. 655. 
27 
Georges Markow-Totevy, Henry James, trans. John 
Cumming8 (New York: Funk and Uagnalls, 1969), p. 101. 
28 
Markow-Totevy, p. 101. 
29 
Markow-Totevy, p. 100. 
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Though a substantial amount of criticism has been 
directed toward the "lesson" of the story and to St. George, 
two of the four major characters, Marian Fancourt and Mrs. 
St. George, have generally been given superficial treatment 
if mentioned at all, though Wright in 1962 notes that "The 
extent to which the worldly Mrs. St. George actually helped 
to corrupt the 'master' ... is obscure."   Peter Barry 
(1978) finally turns attention to Marian and Mrs. St. George, 
noting that both are ambiguities carefully constructed by the 
narrator. He notes the ambivalence in Paul's estimations of 
Mrs. St. George and the confusion between what her husband 
31 
says about her and what she appears to be in reality.   He 
points out the conspicuous lack of narrative validation for 
the estimations of Marian Fancourt by St. George and Paul— 
that she embodieB life and possesses great intellectual and 
32 imaginative pouters.   He also believes that in the long run 
the motives of Marian, Mrs. St. GBorge, and St. George have 
"no bearing on the outcome sincB the result mould be the 
33 
same in any case"  :  Paul's decision to remain in Isolation 
Walter F. Wright, The Madness of Art (Lincoln: Univ. 
of Nebraska Press, 1962), p. 79. 
31 
Peter Barry, "In Fairness to the Master's Wife: A 
RB-IntsrpretatiDn of 'The Lesson of the Master,'" Studies in 
Short Fiction. 15 (Fall 1978), p. 388. 
32 Barry, p. 386. 
Barry, p. 385. 
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in Europe to write his novel la his own, made "at a time 
when he believed the Master to have withdrawn his prohibi- 
tion against marriage."   Barry is sure that "it is, clearly, 
part of the author's conscious message that the artist must 
renounce certain aspects of life," but he is conscious too 
of the ambiguity of St. George:  "Coming from an artist, 
however, such a proposition is suspect since it provides 
him with so convenient an alibi for his failings as a human 
being." 
Another perceptive analysis which considers the female 
characters is Shlomith Rimmon's The Concept of Ambiguity;  The 
Example of James (1977).  Rimmon discusses Marian Fancourt's 
character and motives in marrying St. George as examples of 
James's calculated ambiguity.  In addition, she examines the 
narrator's diction, the tone of the narrative, the effects of 
the ending, and the function of structure in the most complete 
36 
critical analysis of the story to date.   One weakness in her 
treatment is that she, like most other critics, doss not ques- 
tion Paul and the validity of his perceptions, which are made 
ambiguous in the end by his worries about St. George's possible 
production of a new masterpiece end by the clear separation 
3*» 
Barry, p. 386. 
35 Barry, p. 386. 
Shlomith Rimmon, The Concept of Ambiguity:  The Ex- 
ample of Henry James (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1977). 
- 13 - 
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between Paul's consciousness and the narrator's. 
Two remaining critical works on the story which should 
be noted are 5. Gorley Putt's Henry James:  A Reader's Guide 
(196G), which gives a basic, acceptable, if simplified, read- 
37 ing,  and Dra Segal's The Lucid Reflector:  The Observer in 
Henry James's Fiction (1969), which makes some excellent ob- 
servations on the story and treats it in considerable depth. 
However, Segal starts from the erroneous premise that "the 
observer's voice [Paul's] is Indistinguishable from James's 
38 
own"  ; though he notes the distinction between the "authorial 
39 
narrator's ironic voice" and the observer's,  he misses the 
implications of that distinction and continues to read both 
Paul and St. George straight.  Segal believes Paul accepts 
the doctrine that James practised:  to renounce "all human 
and material appendages in order to achieve perfection." 
As noted, he then identifies St. George's wordB as James's. 
He makes Mrs. St. George completely responsible for her hus- 
band's downfall and reads the ambiguous MIBB Fancourt as "the 
perfect woman,"  seeing both women as simple functions of 
37 S. Gorley Putt, Henry James:  A Reader's Guide 
(Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Press, 1966). 
Segal, p. 110. 
39 Segal, p. 1*»0. 
Segal, p. 109. 
Segal, p. 125. 
Segal, p. 127. 
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plot instead of the interesting Bnd perplexing characters 
they are. 
There remains one critic whose absolute authority on 
Henry James is unquestionable:  Henry James himself.  The 
Critical Prefaces to the New York edition, as James described 
them in the "Preface to Roderick Hudson," "represent, over a 
considerable course, the continuity of an artist's endeavour, 
the growth of his whole operative consciousness and, best of 
all, perhaps, their own tendency to multiply, with the impli- 
cation, thereby, of B memory much enriched."   The Prefaces 
define criticism on its highest level.  Unlike other critics 
noted in this paper whose purposes are to analyze, to delin- 
eate, to interrelate aspects of a given work of art, James'D 
criticism analyzes critical consciousness itself, attempts to 
define the process of critical thought, to trace the growth 
of art from tangible, external reality, through the distilla- 
tion process occurring in the individual imagination, to its 
ultimate expression in artistic form, be it musical, visual, 
or verbal, where it may enter another's consciousness. 
Of the three general divisions of artistic production, 
the most difficult to discuss is the verbal, since one is 
attempting to use the same vehicle for examination as is the 
thing to be examined:  wordB.  With the visual and musical 
**3 
Henry James, The Art of the Novel:  The Critical 
PrefBCBB, ed. Richard P. Blackmur (New York: Charles Scribnar's 
Sons, 1962), p. U, 
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arts, the thing to be examined is B concrete arrangement of 
shapes and colors or of sounds. Though individual words may 
bB concrete if viewed distinctly, their arrangement into sen- 
tences and paragraphs and the relationships thereby created 
are not concrete, either as they occur in the form of a nou- 
velle or in the form of criticism of that form. Syntax pro- 
duces relationships among concrete items, such as nouns, verbs, 
and adjectives, that are not concrete.  James uses language to 
examine what language means, an inherently frustrating and 
dangerous attempt since it leads onB into areas where abso- 
lutes are impossible and only relativity can exist.  Hence, 
his uss of "operant irony," which "implies and projects thB 
possible other case, the CBBB rich and edifying where thB 
actuality is pretentious and vain."   The UBB of irony in his 
work, both literary and critical, is simultaneously its great- 
ness and its curse:  its greatness because ironic suggestion 
is as concrete a depiction of the fluidity of consciousness 
as 1B possible; itB curse because the very nature of irony 
precludes absolutism and forces the reader to accept ambiguity, 
which human nature detests.  Because external reality appears 
concrete and inflexible, we wish it to be actually so, though, 
as anyone who has ever argued with a spouse over the arrange- 
ment of furniture in the living room is aware, reality is any- 
thing but concrete and inflexible. 
Jamas, Critical Prefaces, p. 222. 
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If the proliferation of contradictory criticism of all 
James's work is not evidence enough to read James as con- 
sciously creating ambiguous reality, then the contents of the 
Critical Prefaces should be. The Preface to "ThB Lesson of 
the Master," uhich volume of the New York edition included also 
"The Death of the Lion," "The NBxt Time," "The Figure in the 
Carpet," and "The Coxon Fund," concerns itself primsrily with 
the relationship between life and art, between the actuality of 
living human beings and their translation into "the art of 
representation."   The complexity of the Preface encourages 
onB tD accept as the end of the discussion some easily compre- 
hensible concepts uhich, upon greater critical examination, are 
actually the beginning of the discussion. Close examination 
of the Preface suggests the some of the most basic differences 
of critical opinion of this story result from accepting what 
James seems to be saying rather than what he actually says. 
The first understandable misunderstanding is that Henry 
St. George is an autobiographic depiction of his creator. 
Jamas states that his "complete possession" of St. George, 
"my activB sympathy with him as a known and understood and 
admired and pitied, in fine as a fully measured, quantity, 
hangs about the pageB still as a vaguB scent hangs about thick 
orchard trBes."   James further declares St. George's 
U5 
James, Critical Prefaces, p. 224, 
James, Critical Prefaces, p. 225, 
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"situation to have been in essence Bn observed reality." 
He admits that "the material for any picture of personal 
states so specifically complicated Jas those of the artistB 
in this volume's storlesf will have been drawn preponder- 
antly from thB depths of the artist's own mind."   All of 
these statements encourage the view of correspondence be- 
tween James and St. George; however, intense examination of 
the story and the totality of the Critical Preface will 
reveal that this correspondence is part of the truthf but by 
no means the whole of it. 
A second misunderstanding is the opinion that James sees 
art and life as mutually exclusive opposites and that the 
artist must entirely renounce connection with life'in order 
to dedicate himself to the perfection of art. Encouraging 
that view is James's preliminary discussion of his pleasure 
in being allowed to produce the The Yellow Book a story of 
whatever length he wished, a freedom seldom permitted him by 
49 publishers who insist on "the arbitrary limit of length." 
Following this is his defense for the creation of his "super- 
subtle fry":  "If the lifB about us for the lBst thirty yBars 
refuses warrant for these examples, then so much the worse 
James, Critical Prefaces, p. 223, 
James, Critical Prefaces, p. 221. 
US James, Critical Prefaces, p. 219. 
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en 
far that life."   If the fry don't really exist, in order 
"to baffle any such calamity" it la necessary "to create the 
record."   If t8ken literally and out of context, this im- 
plies that James believes that art Is a fanciful represen- 
tation of what life should be rather then a literal rendering 
of what life is. The third contributor to this misunderstand- 
ing is his diBcusaion of the "beautiful talents the exercise 
of which yet isn't lucrative, and ... other talents that 
leave any fine appreciation mystified and gaping," but which 
"may yBt be observed to become on occasion a sourcB of vast 
52 pecuniary profit."   This opposition between the artistically 
fine and the popularly lucrative is a result of "the mood of 
that monster," public opinion, "which consistently and consum- 
mately unable to give the smallest account of itself, naturally 
53 
renders no grain of help to the enquiry."   The Implication 
is that the artist will either write great things and be poor 
or write traBh and be rich. This is further substantiated in 
his discussion of the fate of Neil Paraday in "The Death of the 
Lion," caused by people "not caring in the leaBt what might be- 
come of the subject, however essentially fine and fragile, of a 
patronage reflecting auch credit on all concerned, so long as 
50 James, Critical Prefaces, p. 222. 
51 James, Critical Prefaces, p. 222. 
52 James, Critical Prefaces, p. 226, 
53 James, Critical Prefaces, p. 227. 
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the social game might be played a little more intensely, 
and if possible a little more irrelevantly. ..." 
From these examples it seems possible to conclude that 
James's real and Justifiable bitterness at "this odd numbness 
of the general sensibility" is the theme of this work; that 
Henry St. George's advice is to be taken literally; and that 
St. George's marriage at the end of the story testifies to 
the validity of his advice.  The last section of the Preface, 
however, defines the real ground the Master is working and 
precludes acceptance of any simplistic reading of "The Lesson 
of the Master." Throughout the Preface James has been dis- 
cussing the transformation of life into art, trying to delin- 
aate the steps by which the actual becomes the representative. 
As hB concludes, "No such process is effectively possible, us 
must hold, as the imputed act of transplanting; an act essen- 
tially not mechanical, but thinkable rather—so far as thinka- 
55 ble at all—in chBmical, almost mystical terms."   What occurB 
in "the crucible of [the artist'sj imagination,"  being mys- 
tical, is by definition undeflnable, not only by critical 
observers but by the artist himself, who is "the late genial 
medium, the good, the wonderful company" the art kept before 
5U 
55 
56 
James, Critical PrefacBS. p. 226. 
James, Critical Prefaces, p. 230. 
James, Critical Prefaces, p. 230. 
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57 its "new and richer saturation,"  its translation from the 
mind into the medium of art. As Hugh V/ereker's secret is 
en 
"undiscovered, not to say undiscoverBble,"  so is the "rare 
alchemy" by which "a thing of fact" becomes "a thing of 
eg 
truth."   Thus, a discussion of the relation between life 
and art can never be simple and concrete but must always be 
ambiguous because there are no simple and concrete terms with 
which it may be discussed. 
In the case of "The Lesson of the Master," thB ambigu- 
ity builds layer by layer:  first there is the artist St. 
George speaking to the artist Paul Overt, whose inner con- 
sciousness we see through the consciousness of a third artist, 
the narrator, who 1B a production of the fourth artist, Menry 
James.  If thoaB four analyzers of an undefinablB subject are 
not enough, there is the fifth consciousness of the reader, 
whose awn understanding of the story is influenced by the 
perceptions, both real and artistic, he has raceived before 
reading the story.  What we have just admitted to is that any 
definitive reading of this story, as seems true of most of 
JamBs's work, especially that dealing with "the madness of 
art," is false the moment it claims to be definitive. ShBll 
we cease and go no further? To do BO implies there is value 
57 Jamas, Critical PrafacBS. p. 230. 
eg 
James, Critical PrBfacBS. p. 228. 
59 Jamas, Critical Prafacss. p. 231. 
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only in absolutes, in reaching goals, whereas James's fic- 
tion and criticism suggest that the value of life is in the 
process of the expanding mind, "the growth of his whole 
operative consciousness and . . . QtsJ own tendency to 
60 
multiply."   As irony suggests "the possible other case" 
and the implications continue to multiply in the mind of 
the reader, the art continues to grow, not toward a single 
absolute, but spreading outward to relate with other per- 
ceptions of both art and life. The attempt to define Bn 
undefinable quality may lead us to no absolute answers, but 
at least we may become aware of the complexity of the ques- 
tion; and awareness, the cultivation of consciousness, is 
the unreachable goal to which James dedicated all his life 
and his art. As experience and knowledge are the moat 
clearly discernible goals of life, we can do no less than 
try to comprehend the uncomprehensible; for "the critical 
spirit at all afraid of so slight a misadventure as a waste 
61 
of curiosity is . . . deplorably false to its nature."   As 
anyone finds who becomes embroiled in James's ambiguities, 
hiB curiosity is rarBly, if Bver, wasted; if full illumina- 
tion escapes us, yet the glimmers of light that come to us 
from his art are enough to enable us to see mare clearly the 
JameB, Critical PrBfacBS. p. *♦. 
61 JamBS, Critical PrBfaces. p. 227. 
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life around us.  Though we may be incapable of tranaforming 
our awareness Into art, as James has done, we can transform 
his art into an increased awareness of that from which art 
is derived, life. 
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III. Olacuaaion of the Thesis 
The first question to be settled about "The Lesson of 
the Master" is whether there is a question at all since, as 
we have seen, many critics, Borne of them of enviable quality, 
simply accept complete correspondence between the lesson of 
Henry St. George and that of Henry JamBs; the words of the 
artistically deteriorated but mundanely successful character 
express the opinions of the artistically masterful but popu- 
larly failing author. St. George's second marriage simply 
confirms the validity of his lesson. He has chosen transi- 
ent happiness and sexual fulfillment over the greater demands 
and perfections of art; he has truly ceased to count. Paul 
Overt, being young and naive, 1B not capable of accepting or 
understanding the extent of the rigors placed upon the artist; 
hence, his feeling of being "sold" by the marriage; but by 
acting on faith and renouncing Marian Fancourt for art he 
has produced superior work and will continue to do so, per- 
haps realizing only at the end of his life the salutary 
correctness of St. George's lesson, apparent now only to 
St. George, the narrator, and the perceptive re*ader. 
The difficulty with this reading, beyond the obvious 
fallacy of assuming identification between author and char- 
acter, is that it suggests that Henry James should have been 
designing London Times crossword puzzles Instead of writing 
stories.  If the answer is so simple, why is the question so 
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complex? Why is Paul ao stupid and St. George so attractive 
in comparison? Why St. George's contradictory evaluations 
of his first wife? No Henry James product is evBr super- 
ficially simple, but concrete values are apparent in various 
works.  We know Daisy Miller is innocent, Gilbert Osmond a 
rat, Mme. de l/ionnet a person of superior quality.  If 
James wanted to be clear, he was.  If he is not clear, we must 
assume that the issue ie not clear. Though over-indulgence 
in BUS is a hazard in dealing with James, as Maxwell Geismar 
vitriolically knew (Henry James and the Jacobites), reduction 
of his work to the level of Dick and Jane would seem the 
greater crime to perpetrate against thiB most conscientious, 
careful, and deliberate writer. Though the oversimplifying 
of thB tala may be a reflection of the wish of Jamas1s loving 
readers that he should have been* as deliberately correct in  ; 
the structure of his life aa in hia books, and that he rightly 
felt that the life he practiced must necaaaarily be the ideal 
life of any great artist;  this view is contradicted by the 
dubiousness with which the Master in the story is painted. 
A final objection to this myopic view is that it forcBS iden- 
tification between Henry James and Paul Overt.  If St. George 
speaks Henry James's mind, then Paul Overt in following the 
Master's advice represents the result of Henry James's choice: 
62 
renunciation and dedication.   The identification makes us 
62 Segal, p. 109. 
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uncomfortable BB UB see Overt ae simple, crude, selfish, 
unbearably gullible, and lacking in literary self-confidence. 
Critical preference for this view is in part a result 
of ignoring the narrator, who is the most obvious choice for 
the Jamesian point of view, if we must have Henry James in 
the story. The narrator, a master of subtlety, keeps him- 
self nearly effaced throughout the story, though the last 
sentence clearly calls attention to the narrator Bnd his per- 
ceptions, and indicates that the narrator's judgment is sep- 
arate from and superior to Paul's:  "I may say for him" that 
Paul would appreciate new quality work from the Master (151), 
though "Paul literally hoped such an incident wouldn't occur" 
(151). 
As Rimmon has noted, the narrator is largely undrama- 
tized,  though definitely present. As she suggests, St. 
George's engagement at the end creates an inversion and en- 
courages re-evaluation of the whole story,  as use of a 
specific narrative voice in the last sentence mandates a 
re-evaluation of the narrative voice. St. George's engage- 
ment forces us to question his and Marian's motives and 
characters; the emergence of the narrative voice forces us 
to question Paul, since the narrator's interest lies primarily 
in the young writer's reflections and actions.  The separation 
63 
Rimmon, p. 90. 
Rimmon, p. 79. 
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between narrator and narrated consciousness is a familiar 
James structure visible as early as "Daisy Miller," 
the narrator's consciousness is clearly not Uinterbourne's, 
and later and more subtlely in "The Beast in the Jungle," 
where the narrator is quietly vicious in his .depiction of 
John Marcher. 
65 The mBJor tone of the narrator's interest is humorous, 
underscoring the basic comedy of the denouement:  the young 
artist wondering if he had been tricked out of the way by his 
mentor so the latter could steal his girl.  Critics to their 
peril often ignore the basic humor of the situation.  Poirior 
notes that "James's comedy is usually on the very surface of 
the action and the language" but has often been overlooked be- 
cause "Readers of his bookB sometimes act BB if they are ob- 
66 liged to get beyond everything that is obvious."   The sur- 
face of this story is comedic, as becomes blatant at the 
67 
announcement of St. George's engagement to Marian,   a8 eye- 
brow-lifting a revelation to the reader as to Paul.  As a 
68 typical Jamesian reversal,  thiB inverts the initial lessons 
of the Master, though, also typically jBmesian, the reversal 
65 
Markow-Totevy, p. 101. 
C.C. 
Poirier, pp. 9-10. 
67 
Rimmon, p. 79. 
CO 
John P. O'Neill, workable Design:  Action and Situa- 
tion in the Fiction of Henry James (Port Washington: Henni- 
kat Press, 1973), pp. 8-9. 
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is by no means unequivocal. 
The presentation of the central issue, whether an artist 
is n'a man all the same'" (139) or "'a mere disfranchised 
monk'" (1<*CI), is made comedic by its distillation to the level 
of questioning whether an artist should marry. The extremely 
complex question of artistic dedication is reduced to a simple 
black/white choice for the Brtist:  to "marry and cheapen his 
art—and be a success—or choose a celibate course, and produce 
69 
masterpieces."   In the terms of the story, no married artist 
can produce masterpieces, and celibate ones mill necessarily do 
so, an absurdity which perhapB represents, as Geismar postu- 
lates, that James "was smiling at his own 'religion of art,' 
which his modern discipleB, like poor Paul Overt, take so 
literally."70 
Henry St. George never specifically tells Paul he may not 
marry, only that the artist does so "'at his peril—he does so 
at his cost1" (135). Rightly or wrongly, St. George believes 
that marriage and concomitant social responsibilities have con- 
tributed to his artistic deterioration, though apparently he 
was already married at the time of the production of his master- 
piece, Shadowmere. His belief naturally colors his advice, 
69
 Leon Edel, Henry Jamae:  The Middle Years;  1862-1895. 
Vol. Ill (NBU York: J. B. Lippencott Co., 19S2), pp. 239-*t0. 
70 Geismar, p. 11*». 
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apparently sincere, to strive for "'the greatest thing1" (135), 
a potential bias Paul never considers until the end uihen the 
71 Master does not follow his oun advice and remarries.   In 
fact, St. George says many things which Paul completely misses, 
such as his exhortation to the young writer not to leave Eng- 
land:  "'Hang abroad!  Stay at home and do things hBre—do sub- 
jects we can measure1" (116).  Peter Barry believes that Overt 
"misinterprets St. George's advice against indolence, 'against 
72 taking the easy way out, as being against marriage,"  a mis- 
interpretation forgiven by the reader, who shares it until he 
examines St. George with the skepticism engendered by the 
denouement.  Kraft says that James is "painfully conscious of 
the necessity of keeping a balance as a writer between the 
demands of art—its duties and disciplines—and the experiences 
73 
of life."   Neither St. George nor Paul strikes Bny kind of 
balance when we know them; St. George has immersed himself in 
society and Paul has had little contact with it, having spent 
his young manhood in service to an invBlid mother. The balance 
must bB struck by the reader in weighing the opposites and 
taking the positive potentials of each. As Markow-Totevy be- 
lieves, the serious consideration of the struggle between art 
life is presented "with deliberately exaggerated approaches and 
71
 Edel, pp. 239-UO. 
72 
Barry, p. 389. 
73
 Kraft, p. 70. 
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lHuatration8" which are not "objective and conclusive," but 
rather "far-fetched, anornaloua opinions" explored by James. 
The exaggerations of St. George, himself a comic figure, 
are partly responsible for the reduction of a serious question 
to absurdity. St. George is aware of and honest about his 
"'passing away"1 (11*0, his sinking "'in such dishonour'" 
(117), but the more hB enthusiastically elaborates on his own 
artistic failures, the higher become Paul's admiration for and 
trust *of the Master's advice, until the young man concludes 
that though "St. George's own performance had been infirm, 
... SB an adviser he would be infallible" (132). Paul fails 
to consider that the reason for the Master's "infirm" perfor- 
mance may be that he is an infirm artiBt, not necessarily be- 
cause he got married, an event that occurred ten years before 
75 the artistic decline Paul has noted in the past decade.   In- 
stead, Paul sits at St. George's feet, listening to the Master's 
tone "that seemed ... the very rustle of the laurel" (113), 
"feeling partly like a happy little boy when the schoolmaster 
is gay, and partly like some pilgrim who might have consulted 
a world-famous oracle" (132). He accepts the charlatan's 
"quo vadls?" with the same immediacy as the saint for whom he 
ia named received the vision on the road to Damascus, though 
this Paul's road is "a wide band of crimson cloth, as straight 
7<* Markow-Totevy, p. 101. 
75 
Barry, p. 388. 
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as a garden path" (130), down which the Master is perhaps 
leading "his diBciple" (U8).  After all, Paul, like Marian, 
has been away from England and sophisticated society. He 
tells the Master, •" I haven't lived in the world—in your 
world"1 (116), a recognition which should make him wary of 
what he finds here. 
Paul does recognize many of the false appearances St. 
George projects, though he is only astute enough to perceive 
those so obvious that St. George admits them. The exterior 
picture of St. George is his social exterior. Named for the 
patron saint of England, his popularity attests to the fact 
that England accepts him as its spokesman and defender; as he 
tells Paul, "'You must do England—there's such a lot of it'" 
(116). He projects an image of everything most proper and 
correct. He has a house in the country; his wife is the epit- 
ome of social graciousnesB; his parties glitter.  Those about 
him perceive him as an artist, treating and respecting him as 
such; yet, by his own admission, he has purchased social suc- 
cess by turning to false gods, by becoming "a successful char- 
latan" (13*0.  Paul knows of St. George's decline and perceives 
St. George's "measured mask" (10*Of his social simper, and his 
"tendency to do the superficial thing" (112), as all the while 
he thoroughly enjoys his role aB "the celebrated story teller" 
(119) in thB company of the socially elitB and artistically 
PhilistinB.  Paul also notes that "it was the essence" of 
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St. George's manner "to conjure away false positions" (110), 
to make superficial acquaintance seem "the immediate famili- 
arity of a confrere" (113). 
All of these shams Overt recognizes, though, should he 
have missed any, St. George conveniently admits to them. ThB 
more subtle falsities Overt's naivete or underdeveloped artis- 
tic sense fails to pierce, though he notes them. When meeting 
the Master for their first talk, Overt observes him as coming 
"with a fine face—his graver one" (112), suggesting again the 
assumed mask, but the young artist accepts St. George's words 
as truth; apparently he believes the Master won't posture for 
him I  Ironic touches undercut the trustworthiness of St. 
George's lessons. Ue notice the narrator's careful inclusion 
of the word "picture" in describing St. George's demonstra- 
tion of his appreciation of Paul's book, which suggests thBt 
the demonstration is not the reality, as perhaps the title of 
St. George's great work, Shadowmere, suggests that its creator 
is a mere shadow of an artist. 
The most glaring example of St. George's superficiality 
that Overt misses 1B the reaction to Glnistrella.  In his 
first encounter with the book's author, St. George pretends to 
have read it, until Overt indicates he knows better. Driven 
by Hiss Fancourt, St. George finally begins to read a book we 
know to have attracted considerable attention, but at which he 
has nsvBr looked. After fifteen minutes' reading, he is 
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prepared to make a judgment, claiming, "'I know all about 
you'" (113); yet even then hia reasons for calling the book 
remarkable and distinguished are "'it's in the air, it's in 
the papers, it's everywhere'" (113), all this contradicting 
his later advice to forget the appeal to the multitude and 
concentrate on the two or three who know.  The Master's 
critical acumen is curious:  his praise of the book is based 
on Marian's making him feel "'as if I had reBd your novel'" 
(117), though she admits that until recently she "'never heard 
of a picture—never a book, except bad ones'" (1D6).  Paul 
Overt's main reaction to this, however, is to be "touched as 
he had scarce ever been by the picture of such a demonstra- 
tion in his favor" (117) when St. George declares he will 
read thB book, which he should have done long before. Paul 
shows equal naivete* in the matter of Marian Fancourt, about 
whom St. George declared, "'She's not for me'" (118).  Paul 
iB envious of both of them on their trip to the park after 
viewing the exhibit in black and white, the antithesis of 
the situation in which Paul finds himself.  Me is more sur- 
prised when, aftBr being told by Marian that St. George is 
keeping away from her "'because it wasn't fair to you'" (112), 
he seas the Master's coach pull up at her door on his Bxit, 
though Paul fesls himself tD be "caught in the act of spying" 
(127) and, from thB dearth of any comment by thB narrator, 
apparently la not suspicious of thB Master's attentions. 
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Though St. George is a comedic figure, Paul is even more 
so, as the tons of the narration makes clear.  In the begin- 
ning of the story, the narrator's and Paul's perspectives are 
congruent; they view the company at Summersoft with amused 
detachment.  As soon as St. George appears, looking "better 
behind than any foreign man of letters ... a successful 
stockbroker" (102), Paul IOBBB his objectivity and ue hear 
the narrator's voice cleBrly separate from Paul's for the 
first time.  Though he accepted Mrs. St. George's beauty and 
high fashion (he knew that the wife of a writer "was far from 
presenting herBslf in a singlB type" [?5] ), St. George'8 
clothes "were disconcerting to PBUI Overt" (102), who appar- 
ently expected a great writer to be frumpy or unkempt.  The 
nBrrator gently mentions to us that Paul "forgot for thB 
moment that the head of the profession was not a bit better 
dreBBed than himself" (102). 
Paul is even more absurd when he places himself in thB 
position of vying for the favors of both Marian and St. George. 
Paul is shocked to learn that St. George has confessed his 
failingB to Miss Fancourt, "tha first comer" (107); Paul con- 
fesses to Marian, "'you excite my envy'" (108). Even before 
being introduced to "the great man" (109), Paul achieves a 
moment of triumph at finding that St. George has not told 
Marian of Mrs. St. George's burning of the book:  "'Then he 
doesn't tall you everything! ' Paul had guessed that she 
pretty much supposed he did" (109). He experiences "an 
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indefinite envy ... a feeling addressed alike, strangely 
enough, to each of the occupants of the hansom" as St. George 
and Marian drive off Mlto look at types"' (123).  Upon hearing 
of the engagement, he is equally disconcerted at Marian's 
happiness ("it was almost stupid" (l^sj) and the Master's: 
"he was almost banal, almost smug" (1^B). • 
ThB narrator puna with us at Paul's expense during mo- 
ments of the young writer's greatest beutildered perplexity. 
Uihen St. George tBlls Paul at the engagement party that he 
has stopped writing, Paul wonders whether MariBn's fortune 
has provided St. George with enough financial security that 
he can "ceasB to work ungratefully an exhausted vein" (150), 
upon which the narrator puns: St. GBorge "standing there in 
the ripeness of his successful manhood ... didn't suggest 
that any of his veins were exhaused" (150).  When Paul leaves 
the party, immediately after, he is described as "hugging his 
wrong" (151), pBttishly neglecting to say good-bye to his 
hostess. In this last paragraph, the narrator voices the 
question of Paul's strength, so assuredly assumed by St. 
George and so tenuously by Paul, which would be asked by the 
reader "if his interest has followed the perplexed young man 
so far" (151); obviously it has, but the interest is not 
piqued so much by the rather silly "perplexed young man" as 
by the intriguing display of motive and counter-motive, evi- 
dence and contra-evldence, assumption and insight that the 
narrator has detailed for us. 
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Marian too is comically exaggerated.  Her conversation 
abounds in exclamations:  nieverything elsB [but art) is so 
clumsy!1" (106); "'Ah, but he respects you! •" (120; "'Ah 
perfection, perfection—how one ought to go in for ltt  I 
wish X could!1" (125), perfection being apparently something 
one takes up, like tennis. Even St. George notices "'she en- 
larges everything she touches. Above all she exaggerates'" 
(118). She speaks "ardently" with "an air of earnestneBB" 
(107); she can be "all sweat wonder" (108) or "all intensity" 
(120. Her admission that "'It's so interesting to meet so 
many celebrated people'" (106) suggests she has "more than a 
touch of the superficial pleasure derived from socializing 
with celebrities."76 
The story is not farce, however; the other side of the 
narrator's humor is his compassion for the people involved. 
The isBue of the call to artistic dedication and self-denial 
versus the lure of social success is a serious one. St. 
George, as well as being comic, is also pitiful. He has de- 
clined from great promise and he knows it; his awareness of 
77 Paul's talent produces his "seemingly gratuitous confession," 
though very humanly he puts more culpability on external pres- 
sure than on his own weakness. 
76 Rimmon, p. 91. 
77 
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For all his comic quality, Paul remains sympathetic to 
us. He is saved from our scorn because his misapprehensions 
spring from an essentially positive CBUSB, his sympathy for 
and understanding of "the poor peccable man" (107), whose 
eagerness in confessing his failings "to the firBt comer" 
(107), as Paul thinks of Marian, Bnd to the young writer 
suggests guilty awareness; by confessing his deterioration 
himself, he turns his hearers1 pity and dBrision to sympathy 
and admiration.  When Paul hears that St. George haB told 
Marian M,he didn't esteem"1 his own books (107), Paul is sura 
the Master's failings represent "some tragic intellectual 
secret" (107), thB reasons for which "could only be cruel 
ones, such as would make him dearer to those who already 
wBre fond of him" (107-08). 
St. George has sold out and he knows it.  Being human, 
he prefers to view himself as a tragic hero, not as a lazy 
charlatan. His possible hesitation at meeting Paul at 
Marian's after the engagement suggests his awareness that, 
for all his harping to Paul, he, at any rate, prsfers "pBr- 
sanal hBppinBss" to "'The sense of having done the best'" 
(135), though he enthusiastically takes responsibility for 
the young man's artistic development:  "'I shall be the 
making of you'" (150).  The very humanness of St. George, 
which captures the reader's interest, evokas the same re- 
sponse from Paul and is the most apparent reason for Marian's 
desire to wed the Master.  In addition, though the well-trained 
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Jam08 reader may note the peculiarities of Paul and St. 
George during a first reading, he, likB Paul, is lured into 
acceptance of St. George's peccadilloes until the reversal 
at the end and therefore has to hold himself as much as Paul 
to account for naivete'. 
Marian may be humorous to us, but she is, by the Bame 
evidences, what she appears to be, the embodiment of "young 
purity and richness ... thB perfection of a fine type" (10^); 
her naivete 1B both comic and a basic part of her attraction. 
ShB is "an immature girl" (107), particularly so having been 
78 
out of England,  which contributes to the freshness of her 
"critical intelligence. ... She said things that startled 
him and that evidently came to her directly; they weren't 
picked-up phraBss" (125).  She may say things "at one moment 
too extravagant to be real" but at the same time "too intelli- 
gent to be false" (126).  She is exaggerated, but descriptions 
of her as being "all" of onB thing or another preclude hypoc- 
risy. 
If the production of Paul's new book at the end had bBBn 
dus solely to his gullible acceptance of St. George's advice, 
the story would be ridiculous, but the decision instead is 
79 Paul's own-,, and is based on artistic consideration:  "on the 
* 
point of rushing back to England," Paul catches "a glimpse of 
7fl 
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certain pages he hadn't looked at for months," which strike 
him as so full of "high promise" that he knows he should 
"pursue his present trial to the end" (1^3). As Wright noteB, 
"Overt cornea to discover something in his working at his own 
art that makes no sacrifice of his renouncing worldly things 
gn 
or indeed of his doing without Miss Fancourt."   The mBn 
Paul Overt may be gullible and naive, but the artist Paul 
Overt is, as St. George perceives, "'very strong indeed'" 
(132) and apparently must work until "had had given all that 
was in him" (lUU).    His artistic consciousness has, in fact, 
"dedicated him to intellectual ... passion" (151) and hBB 
done so without St. George's elaborate exhortations, though 
at the end Paul still worries that he has been '"sold1" by 
"the mocking fiend" (151) into a false position. Ha is a 
better artist than he himself is aware, as an examination of 
the narrator's portrayal of Paul's consciousness demonstrates. 
As the narrator details Paul's consciousness almost ex- 
clusively, his rare evaluative comments, such as his reminder 
that Paul's exterior looks as much like that of "a success- 
ful stockbroker" as St. George's, demand notice. The compas- 
sionate side of the narrator's ironic detachment is evident in 
his comment on the conversation between Marian and Paul on pur- 
suing perfection:  "It must be said in extenuation of this ec- 
centricity that they were interested in the business. Their 
80
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tone had truth and their emotion beauty; they weren't pos- 
turing for each other or for someone elee" (125), a possible 
contrast to the conversation of St. George. Throughout the 
rest of the story, the narrator unobtrusively signals points 
where Paul's perception may be equivocal by focusing our at- 
tention on the fact that "PBUI noticed," "Paul observed," or 
"Paul perceived," as opposed to what another consciousness 
might make of the Berne thing. Had-James wiBhed us to see ex- 
clusively through Paul's eyes, a first-person narrator mould 
have achieved this effect more efficiently. The existence 
of the narrator, on the other hand, causes us to view the 
story from a greater distance; thB reticence of the narrator 
forces UB to make our own judgments; the commentary in the 
narration reminds us to keep our own judgments under scrutiny. 
As the narrator restricts himself to his own and Paul's 
consciousnesses, consciousness becomes the Bubject of the 
81 
story. UB see "the drama of consciousness"  from whom we 
are separated as it works to make sense of perceived impres- 
sions. This drama, by its very naturB, is as inconclusive 
as thB truB measure of St. George's motives; everything WB 
know, have known, or will corns to know is contributory to our 
consciousness. No matter how much we may try to control, 
analyze, understand its vehicles, WB are condemned to 
81 Charles R. Anderson, Person. Place, and Thing in Henry 
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uncertainty because our consciousness is both the thing being 
viewed and the viewer, a situation structured into this story 
by the presence of the narrator.  Even when dealing with some- 
one else's consciousness, no matter what the amount of inti- 
mate talk and feeling shared, we cannot "knau" that conscious- 
ness.  Here, as elsewhere, James attempted to come as close as 
possible to knowing consciousness by relating thB process of 
consciousness, as opposed to the reality, as in stream-of- 
consciousness. Surely not even Henry James thought in those 
complex, convoluted phrases and structures. The story is not 
an attempt at presenting the reality of thought by which our 
inner selves function, but a breaking down of the process, 
putting into wordB the successive steps, doubts, hesitancies, 
confusions with which we think and of which we ore often un- 
aware.  Fadiman notes that James "had an almost intuitive 
perception of the unconscious and the part it plays in condi- 
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tioning behavior,"  as we can perceive in studying the motives 
behind St. George's advice and its effect—or lack of it—on 
Paul's behavior. The narrator's presence allows us to see 
what otherwise we could not:  Paul's and St. George's uncon- 
scious motivations. Andreas describes James's conception of 
life as "an accumulation of consciousness and as a continually 
82 
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accelerating power to use one's consciousness,n  which sug- 
gests the reasons for the use of present tense in the end of 
the story: Paul's consciousness has not ceased growing, though 
he is limited by his subjectivity from understanding what has 
occurred. The continuing growth of consciousness must occur 
in the reader as ha, from a more objective stance, seeks to 
understand what he has bBBn shown by the narrator and through 
him by James. 
Putt claims that the problem of the story lies in the 
QL 
plot,  but we know who goes where and says what. Rather, 
the central issue of the ambiguity is "the choice of mo- 
ss 
tives";  as Beach noted long ago, "The stories of Henry James 
86 
are records of seeing rather than doing."   As Paul attempts 
to decipher thB motives of the Master, Marian, and MrB. St. 
George, the reader is drawn into a similar position with the 
addition of watching Paul WBtching himself watch others. To 
estimate a motive requires an estimation of the character, 
and in James character is a subtle chameleon, having always 
basically the same Bhape but disconcerting color variations. 
Reality fluctuates from moment to moment, and in this story 
aa in so much other James we are given moments in time, each 
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one contingent upon the previouB moments but unpredictably 
divergent from them. The nature of abaervable human phenomena 
demands constant shifts of perceptions, as an analysis of 
Paul's view of MrB. St. George will demonstrate, but con- 
sciousness—our ability to evaluate and to know we are doing 
BO—after it goes to the trouble of drawing inferences, wants 
them to be correct and therefore static even though it knows 
that people may be ambivalent as well as ambiguouB, which 
adds further layers of inconclusive suggestion. 
The story is Just what it seems to be—a puzzle with 
several alternate, contradictory solutions, as the staircase 
of Summersoft descends "from a great height in two arms with 
a circular sweep of the most charming effect" (95)—two dif- 
ferent ways to arrive at the same point.  In other words, it 
is an accurate depiction of reality from the vantage point 
of a persona, the narrator, perfectly aware of the situation 
and of both the pathos and absurdity of it. As seems to be 
the only satisfactory view of "The Turn of the Screw," the 
lesson of the story is precisely the coexistence of mutually 
opposite possibilities, though at the end of the story it is 
"too soon to say" whether "the perplexed young man"(151) will 
fully understand and accept this. The individual conscious- 
ness, even (or perhaps especially) an artistic one, must act, 
as Paul doeB in leaving for Europe to write his novel or as 
St. George does in proposing to Marian, but decisions to act 
are baaed an the weighing of alternate possibilities and 
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settling on the ones that seem mast positive or productive, 
not ones necessarily correct.  ThB great controversies that 
fly about much of James's work suggest one of two things 
about him:  either he was not a very good artist and only con- 
trived at creating obscure, verbose conundra, or he was a very 
good artist and willfully presented ambiguity because that's 
what he say operant in reality. 
Much of James'B word reflects this awareness of the com- 
plexity of reality, the difficulty of deciding what is right 
Bnd wrong, what is truth and fiction.  As early as The American, 
James presents the conflict between two equally valid and vi- 
able attitudes: on one side, the ancient aristocratic tradi- 
tion of the Qellagardea; on the other the rootless, democratic 
exuberance of Christopher Newman.  Neither side la entirely 
good or bad, but characters from each position must deal with 
characters from the other. Mme. de Bellegarde and Christopher 
Newman wish to achieve the same object, the union of tradition 
with wealth, but each individual consciousness, limited by its 
personal experience, is incapable of perceiving reality as the 
other SBBS it. The tragedy of the novel is not the failure of 
love between Newman and Claire de Cintre but the inability of 
two distinct Bets of ideas either to mergB or to complement 
each other or, ultimately, even to recognize, each other's 
validity.  Morton Zabel paints out James's fascination for 
the dlfferencs between "a given appearance and a taken 
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meaning"  ; whereBs Mme. de Bellsgarde believes she iB mani- 
festing a certain, to her, logical and consistent appearance, 
the meaning that appearance takes to Newman is, though also 
logical and consistent, different from her projection. 
In terms of "The Lesson of the Master," the given ap- 
pearance of Mrs. St. George, Marian, and St. George may or may 
not be the same as the conclusions drawn by Paul.  Charles 
Anderson says that characters in James's work arrive at "real 
relationships" with one another only after "one character 
understands some associated object which he assumB is sum- 
bolic of another character . . .—the inherent ambivalence 
SB 
of the symbol being a chief complicating factor."   St. 
George's study, for example, is something Paul uses to sub- 
stantiate his judgment of Mrs. St. George and his under- 
standing of the Master's message.  It is "a large high room— 
a room without windows . . . n place of exhibition," with 
"a tall desk, of great extent, at which the person using it 
could write only in the erect poBture of a clBrk in a counting- 
house" (130).  Noticing the rug, "a wide plain band of crimson 
cloth, as straight as a garden path and almost as long," Paul 
immediately pictures St. George pacing "to and fro during 
vexed hours—hours, that is, of admirable composition" (130). 
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To Paul, despite the counting-house desk, the room seems ideal 
for a place to write:  "'Lord, what good things I should do 
if I had such a charming place as this to do them in!' . . . 
The outer world, the world of accident and ugliness, was so 
successfully excluded, and within the rich protecting square, 
beneath the patronizing sky, the dreBm-figures, the summoned 
company could hold their particular revel" (132).  Indeed by 
going to Europe Paul chooseB seclusion in which to write. 
St. George, however, describes the room otherwise:  "'Isn't 
it a goad big cage for going round and round? My wife in- 
vented it and she locks me up every morning'" (131).  By the 
end of their conversation, Paul comes to agree with St. George: 
the room is a prison in which the poor Master has been locked 
by a demanding wife so he can make money to send her children to 
Sandhurst, though the Master himself admits that it was he 
who led the "'mercenary muse'" to "'the altar of literature'" 
(133).  Not only does Paul eliminate his own spontaneous evalu- 
ation of the room by accepting the Master's, but he then pro- 
ceeds to believe he has understood the Master by understanding 
his room. Again, as with Mrs. St. GBorge, Paul noticeB con- 
tradictory evidence, but, bBing human, he feels he must come 
to one "right" answer, whereas no one answer is acceptable. 
Indubitably St. George feels caged by his room, knowing that 
the work he produces there will be lesB than satisfactory; 
indubitably Mrs. St. GeorgB intended the room to be the moat 
conducive atmosphere for her husband's work; indubitably she 
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and St. George have different perceptions of what that work 
iB and houi it is to be accomplished. If, as Andreas asserts, 
in jBmes "the supreme value for consciousness" is "a con- 
stant, unremitting, and sympathetic consideration for the 
89 feelings of others,"  consideration for others does not 
guarantee correct perception of their feelings. Mrs. St. 
George cares for her husband and he for her, as we can see by 
his declarations at her death, but both characters, like Paul, 
cannot take the Btep from consideration to understanding of 
each other. 
Paul's consciousness, the real subject of the story, is 
essentially observative and analytical, as the narrator demon- 
strates in the opening scene of the story. The first sentence 
places us within Paul's mind as he measures observation agBinBt 
what he has been told:  "He had been told the ladies were at 
church, but this was corrected by uhat he saw from the top of 
the steps" (95). Paul notes details Bnd attempts to reach 
vBlid conclusions based on his own observations. He stands at 
the top of the stairs apart from the group, viewing the scene 
and ltB inhabitants as an "admirablB picture" (95), a typical 
objective artistic stance for him; as thB narrBtor tells us, 
he always liked "to take at once a general perceptive posses- 
sion of a new scene" (95).  Being "slightly nervous, " he takes 
"an independent line" (96) across the lawn of SummsrBoft, 
B9 Andreas, p. 7. 
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feeling "B fine English awkwardness" (96) in his lack of "a 
certain social boldness" (96).  The narrator makes it clear 
from the outBst that Paul's mind is naturally observant and 
speculative, that he is not perfectly at ease with people, and 
that he feels comfort in a stillness that "was too perfect to 
be modern" (96), enjoying a stroll down "a chesrful, uphol- 
stered avenue into the other century" (96).  Paul prefers the 
stability of the completed past to the infinite possibility of 
the future.  His comfort with the past is also indicated by the 
narrator'B comments on Paul's perceptions of Marian:  "Modern 
she was indeed, and made Paul Overt, who loved old colour, 
the golden glaze of time, think with some alarm of the mud- 
dled palette of the future" (126). 
After he joins the company, "his first attention" (97) 
is given to speculations Bbout St. George.  Since one of the 
gentlemen present is "too young" and one "scarcely looked 
clever enough" (97) to be "the great misguided novelist" (97), 
Paul concludss he is not among them, particularly as the young 
writer "hBd a vague sense" that were St. George present "hB 
would havB given him a sign of recognition or of friendliness 
... would know something about GlnistrBlla" (98).  When 
St. George appears, he evinces no Interest in or knowledge 
of the presence of the young writer of whom he surely would 
have heard in his walks with Miss Fancourt.  In fact, whan 
introduced by Marian, St. George makes no sign of recognition; 
on the contrary, Paul notes that St. George's amiability is 
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"part of his rich outfit" but does not proceed from personal 
knowledge of the work of "a rising young scribbler" (110). 
Again, we note the acute and apparently correct perception 
on Paul'B part; the narrator specifically tells us he has 
"the sort of divination that belonged to his talent" (110). 
The ability to discern a reality does not, however, 
guarantee an ability to evaluate correctly the nature of the 
phenomenon.  Always within Paul, because of the acuteness of 
his observation Bnd his speculative turn of mind, is a con- 
flict of interpretation, an awareness of the fluidity of 
reality, its "muddled palBtte." The awareness is most un- 
comfortable and, like all other human beings, Paul attempts 
to fix reality around him, a trait we can 8Be in the subtle 
fluctuations of his viewpoint on Mrs. St* George. 
His first observations of MrB. St. George are a "mysti- 
fication" (98); ". . . the important little woman in the 
aggressively Parisian dress" does not seem to Paul the ap- 
propriate "alter ego" (98) of a writer. She lookB instead 
like "the wife of a gentleman who 'kept' books rather than 
wrote them" (99). He is impressed with her wit; though at 
first he "suspectBd her of a tendency to figure people as 
larger than life" (99), he comes to rsalize she possesses a 
"sharply mutinous" (99) attitude toward the high society with 
whom she cohabits.  Hearing of the burnt book, however, im- 
mediately moves Paul back to a negative view of her aB he 
assumes the burnt book "would have been one of her husband's 
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90 finest things" (100).   His negative opinion is reinforced 
as the story proceeds by St. George's comments that his wife 
doeB not allow him to smoke or drink and that she has con- 
structed "'a good big cage'" (131), in which she "locks" her 
husband every morning.  But contact with the woman herself, 
as opposed to her exterior and her husband's comments, shakes 
Paul's perception of her as "the Dragon" (109) to this St. 
George. Walking with Mrs. St. George, while her huBband 
and Marian are "quitB out of sight" (110), he finds he getB 
on with her "better than he expected" (111), noting again how 
"alert" and "accommodating" she is. He finds himself with 
"a glimmering of the answer" as to how "she could be held to 
have been the making of hBr husbBnd" (111), though the narra- 
tor carefully refrains from defining that glimmering or of 
explaining what makes "this perception ... provisional" 
(111). 
After hia long talk with St. George in tha Master's cage, 
Paul SBttles for himself hiB view of Mrs. St. George, a view 
that corresponds to St. George's warnings concerning mar- 
riage:  "'One's wife intarfsreB'" (135). The obvious con- 
clusion reached by Paul, and the reader at this point, is 
that Mrs. St. George, consciously or otherwise, has forced 
her husband to lead "'the clumsy conventional expensive mater- 
ialized vulgarized'brutalized life of London'" (137) in order 
90 Barry, p. 388. 
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to make enough money to send his children to Sandhurst.  This 
conclusion should be as Questionable to Paul as to the reader. 
From the beginning of his acquaintance with her, as Peter 
Barry has noted, PBUI "is never completely happy with his 
adverse judgment of her character, and never finds sufficient 
91 
support for it."   St. George himself admits at the beginning 
of the conversation that his wife is "'a woman of distinguished 
qualities, to whom my obligations are immense'" (135).  Had 
she not taken the trouble to invite Paul to dinner, it is 
unlikely the Master would have thought to do so.  She manages 
his social life completely, a life that, though he claims that 
it has "'taken away ... the powsr'" (137) to write, he seems 
to enjoy:  "Paul noted how little the author of Shadowmere 
minded, as hs phrased it to himself, when addressed as a cele- 
brated Btory toller" (119).  Twice in the preceding sentence 
thB narrator has taken care to separate himsBlf from Paul; in 
the second Instance, the implication is that someone else on 
observing St. George would have put the same observations in 
different phrBses, presumably dropping the understatement: St. 
George enjoyed being addressed "as a celebrated story teller." 
Howaver, the Master's talk, whose dominant theme seems to 
be the pitfall of marriage, overwhelms Paul, and, likeable 
woman as she may be, he categorizes her as thB catalyst for 
St. George's deterioration. Hence his "bewilderment" (1^3) 
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upon receipt of St. George's letter after her deBth acknow- 
ledging the Master's debt to her:  "'She carried on our lifB 
with the greatest art, the rarest devotion, and I was free, 
as few men can have been, to drive my pen, to shut myself up 
with my trade.  This was a rare service—the highest she could 
have rendered me'" (H»3).  Paul's mind immediately pursues the 
question of St. George's motives:  "If Mrs. St. George was an 
irreparable loss, then her husband's inspired advice had been 
a bad joke and renunciation was a mistake?" (1*»3). He does 
not question, even at this point, the reality of Mrs. St. 
George:  was she an irreparable loss or the Dragon? By stud- 
ying imagery, dialogue, and action, we can come to a reasonable 
estimation of her character, as we can with Marian and St. 
George, bearing always in mind that as far as Paul, or St. 
George for that matter, is concerned, what Mrs. St. George 
really is is of little consequence in comparison to what he 
thinks she is; it is how he perceives her, not the ultimate 
validity of his perception, that will influence his actions. 
He is in the samB situation with Marian Fancourt, another 
interesting enigma about whom we may come to some conclusions. 
As noted, like the other characters, she is comically exag- 
gerated both by hBr frequently hyperbolic speech and the re- 
actions she producBS in her suitors.  She is also very much 
like her predecessor: both women are beautiful in face and 
figure; both are at ease in the social milieu and know how to 
function as efficient, charming hostesses. Though Paul, like 
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St. George, apparently, has difficulty understanding Mrs. St. 
George, Marian does not.  In her conversation with Paul at 
her home, she revealB her understanding of Mrs. St. George, 
though it is Paul who brings the Master's wife into consider- 
ation.  MariBn denies that St. George "'hBS a mystifying 
little way of alluding'" to his wife, at least to her:  '"That 
wouldn't DB right, mould it?'" (1210.  She does admit that 
St. George SBid of his wife "'that she didn't care for per- 
fection, '" which is, according to Paul, "'a great crimB in 
an artist's wife,"' though Marian's response is, "'Yes, poor 
thing.'" Her sympathy for and acceptance of MrB. St. George 
are explained when shB says, "'Women are so hampered—so 
condemned!  Yet it's a kind of dishonour if you don't, when 
you want to do something, isn't it?1" (125).  She has ex- 
plained to Paul the position in which woman find themselves, 
a position which, in all fairness to him, St. George perceives, 
though he puts it much less sympathetically than Marian:  ac- 
cording to him, women "' think they understand, thBy think 
they sympathize'" with an artist's work, hut "'Their idea is 
that you shall do a great lot and get a great lot of money. 
Their great nobleness and virtue, their exemplary conscien- 
tiousness as British females, is in keeping you up to that"1 
(136); "'How can they takB part [in artistic sacrifice) ? 
They're the idol and the altar and the flame'" (138).  Paul 
tells St. George that Marian, unlike most women, "'haB a pas- 
sion for the real thing, for good work—for everything you and 
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I care for moat,1" but St. George responds, "'She has it in- 
deed, but ahe'd have a still greater passion for her children— 
and very proper too.  She'd insiBt on everything's being mode 
confortable, advantageous, propitious for them'" (139). 
The comparison between the two women is underscored by 
their shared imagery, Buch BB the color red. MrB. St. George 
wears a red dress and puts a red carpet in her husband's study. 
Marian has red hair and she lives in a "bright red sociable 
talkative room" (126). Red seems to suggest life, growth, 
and change.  Summersoft, whose stillness is "too perfect tq 
be modern" is "pink rather than red" (96), having faded from 
the original vitality of itB youth. Aging General Fancourt 
haB "a pink smiling face" (96). When Paul returns to London 
after has sojourn on the Continent, he finds in Picsdilly, the 
Fancourt neighborhood, "three or four big rBd houaea where 
there had been low black ones" (KVU). When the General tells 
Paul of the impending wedding, Paul turns "very red" (1*»6). 
Even during the dinner at Summersoft, the political discussion 
concerns Conservatism and its opposition, "those of another 
political colour"(103), red. 
The two women also share associations with flowers. Paul 
and Marian sit on a flowered sofa for their first talk, and 
her sitting room is pervaded by an "almost intense odor of 
flowers" (126), as in Mrs. St. George's rooms "the odor of 
flowers" lingers after a dinner party (130). Both women are 
as alivs and natural as their flowers. Though the perfect 
haateaa, glorying in name-dropping, Mrs. St. George ia "sharply 
mutinous" (99) toward the atuffy representatives of la monde. 
Marian's "real success" ia "to live, to bloom" (10*0. St. 
George remarks, "'You ought always to believe auch a girl aa 
that—elwaya, always'" (11<#).  The women are bright in their 
clothing, their manner, and their mind8; they are active and 
full of vitality and anthuaiaam. MrB. St. George puahBS her- 
aelf beyond her physical limitationa in order to be a part of 
the aocial world, and Marian ia "not afraid to gush," doaa 
not cars to remember "that ahe must be proud" (125). 
In contrast to the natural bloom of Marian, St. George 
and Paul are conaidared "'hothouaa plants'" (119) leading ar- 
tificial live8 for art. Though St. George ia miataken for a 
hothouae flower by General Fancourt, the Master denies it: 
"'I've lived the life of the world, with my wife and my prog- 
eny, the clumsy conventional expensive materialized vulgarized 
brutalized life of London'" (137). Paul is more the hothouse 
flower, living and writing away from EnglBnd and then selecting 
the greenhouse of the Continent for further production. 
There are two sides to the hothouae flower:  it may be of 
rare beauty, but living away from the intensity of social life 
can breed great nalvat6 aB wall aa great art.  Marian Fancourt 
has lived in the hothouse of Asia, full of myriad examples of 
life and richness, where she nevertheless "'never heard of a 
picture'" (106).  Peter Barry maintains that "the originality 
of her thinking ... is, to a large extent, the product of her 
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cultural situation."   Her ideas on art seem to Paul "at 
one moment too extravagant to be real" and the next "too 
intelligent to be false.  They were both high and lame ..." 
(126). Overt is struck not only "with her critical intelli- 
gence and with something large and bold in the movement of 
her mind" (125), but also uith her naivete. 
For all her artistic naivete, Marian is vBry "modern": 
"She uaB on the footing of an independent personage ... 
Modern she uas indeed, and made Paul Overt, who loved old 
color ... think uith Borne alarm of the muddled palette of 
the future" (126).  Though he sees her at first aB "an imma- 
ture girl" (107), he soon finds her "the perfection of a fine 
type" (10U). St. George declares her "'an artistic intelli- 
gence really of the first order'" (118), and both nrnn uould 
like "'to represent'" her; "'there's nothing likB life!'" 
comments the MaBter. 
The narrator is typically reticent in his evaluation of 
93 hBr.   As with Mrs. St. George and her husband, the narra- 
tor BayB of Marian, "she appeared to imply that real success 
uiBS to resemble" hBr (10*0, separating his observation a step 
from Paul'B.  In an explicit comment on her and Paul, he tells 
us that during their conversation on pBrfaction, "they weren't 
posturing for each other or someone else" (125). Miss Fancourt 
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doesn't posture; she is what she appears to be, but Overt haB 
difficulty perceiving what that is.  He iB given the CIUBB 
but misses the solution. 
Overt does recognize some weaknesses In Marian's perfection 
in her perception of art and her own artistic attempts, which 
are naive for all their being intelligent. Yet Overt in his 
own naivete wishes her to be something more than naturally 
human. He feelB betrayed when, after a virtually unexplained 
absence of two years, having Been him scarce half a dozen 
times and being given no declarations or assurances of his 
feelings, she decides to marry someone else. Furthermore, he 
knows her great admiration for St. George.  "'He understands— 
understands everything1" (108), she says.  "'He sees every- 
thing; he has so many comparisons and imageB, and they're 
always exactly right'" (125).  When she agrees to mBrry the 
Master, however, Overt Experiences "a strange Irritation in his 
complicated artistic soul and a sort of disinterested disap- 
pointment.  She was so happy it was almost stupid—a disproof 
of the extraordinary intelligence he had formerly found in hsr. 
Didn't shB know how bad St. George could be, hadn't she recog- 
nized the awful thinness—?" (M*B).     WB muBt ask why she 
should when heretofore the supposedly budding genius of Overt 
could not.  In addition, he now calls Marian "stupid" for hsr 
happiness in marrying a man she loves and admires, the same 
personage Paul has bean enthusiastically listening to up to 
this point.  Overt is ridiculous and betrays his own naivete 
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and crudity when hB IBBVBS har gathering without saying good- 
bye.  Overt condemns Marian for behaving precisely as she 
said she would.  He condemns her for her naturalness, her 
Jole de vivre, and her freedom of action and thought, which 
are the very qualities he most admired in her.  Once again he 
attempts to create order and stability out of the confused im- 
pressions received by his consciousness and once again is left 
with no absolute certainties. 
Why does the narrator tell us thiB story? His narration is 
presented conventionally in the pBst tense until thB ending, 
which 1B in the present. Evidently the narrator knows the 
conclusion from thB start and narrates thB story From no great 
distance in time from the eventB. HB is careful to tell us 
that even he cannot know for sure what will occur beyond the 
end of the story.  It is possible that "St. Georga may produce 
good work, Paul may not."   ThB narrator Bdmits "it's too 
soon to say" (151), though his detachment indicates he is not 
concerned over the outcome either way.  He is no slouch of an 
artist himself; the story proceeds to the twist of the ending 
in a logical, consistent manner, preparing thB reader to ac- 
cept the conclusion while in no way mitigating our surprise at 
it.  In retrospect, St. George's engagement to Marian is the 
most logical step the older artist could take; yet thB narrator 
Barry, p. 389. 
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has so carefully enmeshed us in Paul's consciousness that we 
react with him in confusion at the denouement, thoogh our per- 
ceptions at the same time are larger than Paul's. 
The narrator has established a personal, if understated, 
relationship with us-  Paul is "Our friend" (96), "Our young 
man" (97), and "our hiero" (1U1).  The amused detachment of 
the narrator puts us at ease; he chats with us as equals while 
luring us into acceptance of PBUI'S perceptions at the Bame 
time.  He is urbane and confident, at ease in the social milieu 
of St. George's life, -but equally perceptive of the anxietieB, 
doubtB, and enthusiasms of a young writer struggling between 
his desire to achieve prominence in his chosen profession and 
his "dread of being groBsly,proud" (98).  The narrator under- 
stands and portrays with sympathy the younger artist'B enthusi- 
astic and undiscriminating ardor for the older artist, whose 
words "made a sharp impresBion on [Paul], like almost all 
spoken words from thB same source" (1*»1); he seas both the 
comedy and the pathos of the situation for both men. The nar- 
rator, we may conclude, knows Paul so well because he, too, has 
shared the struggle and evidently surmounted it. HB treats 
Paul'8 youth with envy and sympathy, knowing that Marian's 
eyes "would have half-broken his heart if he hadn't been so 
young" (105).  He has faced the decision Paul must face be- 
tween the demands of life and art; the quality of his narra- 
tion suggests he opted for thB latter, while his compassion 
for both Paul and St. George indicates his understanding of 
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the difficulty of that decision. 
Though he chooses to delineate Paul's consciousness, 
his picture of St. George is uniformly attractive.  St. George 
may be a posturing phony, but he postures magnificently, in 
full awareness of himsBlf, and the narrator admires St. George's 
witty charm and verbal competence, both.evident in the narrator 
himself. Perhaps the narrator feels more at ease in dealing 
with the younger, underdeveloped, naive consciousness of Paul 
than with the experienced and subtle consciousness of "the 
great misguided artist," who would be more of an equal match 
for the narrator's ironic, if compassionate, dissection.  In 
Paul's case, the narrator's compassion is extended both to 
the young man's situation and to the young man, for the nar- 
rator is clearly superior in his knowledge and understanding 
to the young artist.  In St. George's case, the narrator's 
sympathy is extended only to the novelist's situation, his 
compromise Bnd failure, not to his character, which doesn't 
need compassion because it is so successful. 
Though the narrator's personal decision may have been 
the opposite of St. George1B, the two ars more similar in 
character to each other than either is to Paul. AB St. George, 
for hia own reasons, enjoys playing with Paul's mind, BO does 
the narrator.  The narrator's depiction of Marian exhibits tha 
same appreciation for her beauty and freshness that St. George 
demonstrates. She may not be the ideal woman for an artist to 
marry to further his work, but shB is o delightful sample of 
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womanhood that any normal male would desire to attract and 
entertain, and the narrator thoroughly enjoys St. George's 
triumph in attaining her. The bitterness in the end lies com- 
pletely in PBUI; the narrator Bnjoys hia discomfiture—and 
oura—as  his studied sarcasm indicates.  Though St. George 
speaka of his old age and "'the moral'" (151) of his artistic 
failure while radiating blooming health and happiness, the 
narrator notes that "standing there in the ripeness of his 
successful manhood, (St. George] didn't suggest that any of 
his veins were exhausted" (150), a most un-Jamesian suggestive 
remark.  St. George may have failed BS an artist, but he has 
succeeded admirably as a man and may not therefore be treated 
with the same condescension as "the perplexed young man" (151). 
Neither the narrator nor St. George ever loses hiB composure, 
his control of the situation and the people involved, his safe 
detachment derived from intellectual DbBsrvation.  This cool- 
ness contrasts greatly to Paul, who at the end rudely leaves 
the reception without taking leave of his hostess and wanders 
home in the confusion of darkness, that of the night and of 
his mixed reactions. 
At the conclusion, the narrator completely separates him- 
aelf from Paul's consciousness when he saya he knows that Paul 
"would rsally be the very first to appreciate" .(151) new work 
from St. George, though Paul's only feeling is fear that St. 
George will still publish.  ThB narrator's final comment is 
therefore totally hiB own:  "perhaps ... the Master was 
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BSBBntially right and ... nature had dedicated [Paul] to 
intellectual, not to personal passion" (151).  In two ways, 
by "perhaps" Bnd "essentially," the narrator makes plain 
the irony and resultant ambiguity of his closing phrase: 
the Master WBS only "perhaps" right and was right only "es- 
sentially"; we may question whether the Master was right, 
whether it was nature or the Master that dedicated Paul, 
whether Paul becomes "dedicated" at all, whether he is dedi- 
cated to "intellectual" passion, and whether there is a dif- 
ference between intellectual and personal passion, a complexi- . 
ty of unresolvable "whBtherB" with which the narrator taunts 
the reader. He knowB, and forces us to recognize, the total 
absence of one clear absolute thing which can be called 
"truth." Given any set of incontrovertible facts, the mo- 
tives, causes, and effects that result in and from those 
facts will always be inconclusive, for the human conscious- 
ness, the real subject of the story, is always BO, Bnd any 
pretenaiona to the apposite Bre wrong. If any one in the 
atory hBs the right to draw absolute conclusions, it 1B the 
narrator; yet, superior as he 1B, he doesn't and can't. We 
may arrive at logical, consistent evaluations, but we may never 
rest in complete assurance that ws are right. This is the les- 
son Paul must learn and that the narrator knows and demon- 
strates to us through the vehicle of Paul's developing con- 
sciousness* 
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IV.  Conclusion 
At thB end of the story, Paul is wandering in the com- 
plexities of his own consciousness, Marian and St. George 
seem about to live happily aver after, and the reader is won- 
dering what it was all about.  The narrator has led us through 
a maze of subtle images and impressions, shown them stimula- 
ting the developing consciousness of a young artist, and 
demonstrated that reality is a fluid and ambiguous substance. 
We have seen the narrator's delicate drawing of Paul's con- 
tradictory evaluations of Mrs. St. GeorgB and Marian Fancourt 
and his inability to pierce St. George's Master-gone-wrong 
mask. The question is, whBt is the lesson of the real Master, 
Henry James? 
From the VIBW of the question of artistic commitment 
raised by the story, the lesson is essentially what St. George 
says it isi but for different reasons.  It is not the accoutre- 
ments of society that make or break thB artist; it is the Brtist 
himself.  The artist must not allow society to interfere with 
his own artistic development. St. GeorgB roughly admits this 
by saying that hB has turned to "'the worship of false godB!'" 
(115), but he then beclouds the issue by bringing in his family 
and his social successes for thair share of the burden.  The 
artist muBt maintain his integrity; he must go his own way; 
and above all he must not bBlieve all he sees on the surface. 
James's lBsson to an artist is, yes, dedicate yourself to art, 
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but da so in spite of, not because of, St. George's confused 
advice; do so because that is what you must do.  The artist 
must learn for himsBlf what he doeB have to sacrifice and 
what he does not; certainly he need not necessarily become a 
disfranchised monk.  The artiBt'a job is to intensify life, 
and he cannot do so unleBS he knows life Intimately.  Cer- 
tainly he must keep himself in the position of an observer of 
life, but there must be life around him to observe.  St. George 
has a great deal of life around him; we are told again and 
again of the perfections of his observations of people, of 
"types." The only cause, therefore, of his lack of superior 
production is his own failing, his own inner weakness. 
Does Overt learn a lesson from the Master? His new book 
is found to be "really magnificent" (151) by the St. Georges 
who fostered it, and if we trust their judgment thB Master's 
advice was sound.  Paul realizes that he has been duped, but 
he places culpability on the wrong parties; it is his own 
naivets', his "hothouse flower" outlook, that has caused him 
to misread and continue to misread reality. He is still afraid 
of the possible production of another masterpiece by St. George, 
which is at least improbable if not impossible, not to mention 
irrelevant.  This feBr of Overt*8 cauaea us to fBar that he 
has not truly learned his lesson:  he has not learned to be- 
come the objective observer he needs to be in order to gain 
true artistic maturity, such as that displayed by the narra- 
tor, who allows the characters to move, to act, to be on their 
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own.  He describes them, watches, them, Bnd amuses himself 
with them.  He does not impose limits on them but allouB 
them to delineate their own characters. Finally, though 
possessed of s definite character, though displaying under- 
standing and compassion for them, he does not judge them; his 
commentary is suggestive but the finBl judgments, if any are 
possible, are left to the reader. 
But for those of ua who are not artiats, the Master has 
two other lessons. One is the fluid and amorphous nature of 
reality as it is perceived and evaluated in human conscious- 
ness.  In her discussion of James's ambiguity, Rimmon defines 
ambiguity "to cover only the relation obtaining between mutual 
95 
exclusivas"  : St. George is either honest or dishonest; MrB. 
St. GBorgs 1B either a help or a hindrance; MBriBn would either 
bB good for or destructive of Paul's work.  Rimmon'a limitation, 
however, is not consiatent with the effect of thB story.  Each 
time one reads the story, the characters and situations stand 
in a slightly different light and new glimmers of understanding 
Bhow themselves, resulting from the analytic thoughts about 
the story the reader has pursued and from the rBadar'a juxta- 
poaitiqn of the ideas of the story with his own extarnal re- 
ality. Subsequent glimmers do not blot out previous ones, 
though they may be contradictory to the formsr.  Rather, the 
new perceptions overlie the previous, so that the reault is 
Rimmon, xi. 
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not BD much change of viewpoint as expansion of it.  In the 
story, aa in reality, motives, characters, and reactions are 
not Bither black or white, much as we may wish them to be for 
our own security.  The effect is not grayness, however, but a 
rich tapestry woven of contradictory colors.  From a distance, 
the story might appear gray, but when viewed cloBely the in- 
dividual threadB can be discerned, though SD cloBely inter- 
woven that none may be removed without changing the fabric of 
the whale. 
The other lesson is that because one's perception of re- 
ality determines his actions and attitudes, how one perceives 
reality is a moral question of unsurmountable difficulty.  The 
way an individual consciousness views itself, its environment, 
and the characters that inhabit it will result in love or ha- 
tred, trust or auBpicion, honesty or lie, good or bad. The 
relative dimensions of our consciousnesses create a correla- 
tive responsibility for the moral consequences of conBciouBness. 
The "supreme value for consciousness" is "a constant, unremit- 
ting, and sympathetic consideration for the feelings of 
DC 
others,"  a value Paul Overt has not realized. LJe can never 
be sure of the rightness or wrongness of our actions because 
we are unable to know completely another's consciousness, but 
we can bB_ aware of that consciousness and strive to dBal with 
it with as much sympathy as possible within our limits. 
96 Andreas, p. 7. 
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D. Id. Jefferson states that moral flessons" are not what 
97 James is interested in  ; none of the characters, including 
the narrator, can be judged as good or evil.  The outstanding 
characteristic shared by all the characters is their humanity. 
Mrs. St. George is human in her desire to construct her life 
and her family's as confortably as possible; Marian is human 
in her desire to wed the charming and witty St. George, who 
is very human in his desire to mitigate his failures at the 
same time SB he profits from them.  Paul Overt is human in 
his desire to achieve artistic SUCCBSB, artistic integrity, 
and personal happiness. The narrator is human in his delight 
in the foibles of hia characters as he tells the story. 
When we view the story as a whole, the superficial dis- 
tinction betueen life end art, as suggested by St. George Bnd 
perceived by Paul Overt, disappears, for the story itself puts 
the two in their true relation, which is perhaps best stated 
by MBriBn Fancourt:  "'What's Brt but an intense life—if it 
be real?'" (106).  In one sense, all art is fake; the story 
portrays invented characters saying invented things in invented 
settings.  But on a deeper level, the invented characters are 
completely real, both because we see in them reflections of 
the reality we know and because, once we have read the story, 
they become part of our reality. The "'intense life'" of the 
97 D. LJ. Jefferson, Henry JamBS and the Modern Reader 
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 196*0, p. 22. 
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story becomes completely real as it enters our lives and in- 
fluences our perceptions of and reactions to our fellow beings. 
When we reach the level of perceiving that art is life, our 
lives can then partake of the conscious awareness of art. 
"Some people are more alive thBn otherB, and it is in the 
power of humBn beings to stimulate or to benumb not only other 
people's sense of life but also their own."   By creating a 
static, structured segment of life in a piece of art, Henry 
JameB has certainly stimulated our sense of life to the end 
that we may experience lifB in the same manner as we did the 
story, living in complete awareness of its fluidity, its frus- 
trating ambiguity, its transience, and itB Bupernal beauty. 
98 Andreas, p. 2. 
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